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ABSTRACT 

In the digitalization era, technology has made our lives easy where everything requires is 

available at our fingertips. Furthermore, with few taps, we can complete tasks in minimal time. 

Hence, there are issues where the time consuming to search recipe which has to browse social 

media such as Facebook or website. As Malaysia has a variety of culture and tradition food to 

share recipes among us, the solution for that issues are come to is Android Application that 

will provide recipes about states in Malaysia is a platform that provides information from 

different states in Malaysia. This application is generally use for people who like to try to make 

a new dish that gained from different various type of recipes that have in each state. Each recipe 

provides information such as title, description, ingredients, instruction of the recipes. By these 

features, everyone from the youngers to elderly people able to cook by following the instruction 

easily. The user is also given choice to create a personal cookbook to share their recipes with 

other users where it can add, view and delete the recipes. The development of this project will 

adopt through the Rapid Application Development (RAD) where its multiple iterations and 

constantly improve the application until the product is ready to use.  
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ABSTRAK 

Dalam era digitalisasi, teknologi telah menjadikan kehidupan kita mudah di mana segala 

keperluan terdapat di hujung jari kita. Selain itu, dengan beberapa pilihan kita boleh 

menyelesaikan tugas dalam masa yang minimum. Oleh itu, terdapat beberapa isu yang 

berkaitan di mana memakan masa untuk mencari resipi yang perlu melayari media sosial 

seperti Facebook atau laman web. Hal sedemikian, Malaysia mempunyai pelbagai budaya dan 

makanan tradisi untuk berkongsi resipi antara satu sama lain, penyelesaian untuk isu-isu itu 

adalah Android Aplikasi yang akan menyediakan resipi mengenai negeri-negeri di Malaysia 

adalah platform yang menyediakan maklumat dari pelbagai negari di Malaysia. Bagi setiap 

resipi memberikan maklumat seperti tajuk, keterangan, bahan, arahan resipi. Dengan cara ini, 

semua orang dari golongan muda hingga tua boleh memasak dengan mengikuti arahan dengan 

mudah. Pengguna juga diberi pilihan untuk membuat buku masakan peribadi untuk berkongsi 

resipi mereka dengan pengguna lain di mana ia boleh menambah, melihat dan memadam resipi. 

Pembangunan projek ini akan digunakan menerusi Pengembangan Aplikasi (RAD) di mana ia 

mempunyai pelbagai lelaran dan sentiasa memperbaiki permohonan sehingga produk tersebut 

siap digunakan. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 

In general people love to eat and like to cook but they don’t have an idea on what to cook 

and how. Cooking is process that uses human knowledge to combine the suitable 

ingredients. Recipes also can represent their personality, culture and habits (Adaji, I., 

Sharmaine, C., Debrowney, S., Oyibo, K., & Vassileva, J. (2018). Personality Based 

Recipe Recommendation Using Recipe Network Graphs. Social Computing and Social 

Media. Technologies and Analytics,). FoodLit is an application for people who love to cook 

and try out new recipes. FoodLit is also represent Malaysian food as there are various 

recipes from different cultures and races.  

FoodLit wants to attract people to try different recipes and provide simple menu. 

Furthermore, on this application provide user flexibility to search, save the recipes and 

allow user to add the recipes for sharing to anyone and deleting the recipes if they wanted 

to.  

Firstly, user is given to choose category based on user preference based on states in 

Malaysia because different states have their own unique recipes for example, Johor famous 

dish are asam pedas Johor and kacang pool where it hard to find the dish in another states. 

People from different states can try out the recipes just from fingertips where can find the 

recipes in FoodLit.  

Each recipe provides with all the information and display with title, image, ingredients 

list and cooking directions. By having the feature, it allows everyone include from youngers 

to elderly people to be able to cook by follow the instruction easily. User is given choice to 

create personal cookbook where they can create, view, rate and delete the recipes. Category 

based and ingredients search is also provided to user. The user has option to favorite those 

recipes based on their preference.  

This application generally used by people who want to try to make some new dish or 

people who live all by themselves. Besides, FoodLit application is to help user to decide a 

recipe to cook and to guide the user to try new recipes based on user’s choices and needs. 

Moreover, it also helps user to save their money and healthy rather than they eat outsider 

food and how the cleanliness of making the foods.   
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1.2 Problem statement 

Mobile application is the technology that helps us to provide a convenient way for the user 

to access anything through their mobile phone. In general, many people busy with work and 

they faced with a limited selection of meals and often constrained in searching for recipes 

because preparing meals may require people to search, think and prepare. It is normal to think 

for them to cook food for their family or people who live alone to do a reference for the recipes 

that they like to cook. 

However, if every day they having the same food they will get bored so they need an easy 

way to get more recipes as Malaysia is a country with have a unique culture that we share 

together even in cooking. In this application have various recipes from the various culture in 

Malaysia that people can try. Today, there are many applications that provide recipe, but they 

fail to provide recipes containing range for serving. If they want a big portion for big family, 

they can set the range for the recipes. 

1.3 Scope 

The scope for this project is the target user generally the public user in Malaysia and 

focus on the Malaysian food recipes according to state in Malaysia and only available for 

Android user. The listed as the user profiles that would be to satisfy every person in target 

audience. Firstly, the elderly citizen that can helps them to organizes the recipes in better way 

than cookbooks do that have various advantage using the FoodLit application. 

 Secondly, the independent cook in young age where the FoodLit is suited towards the 

younger generations as well as the old because for they who want to try something new for 

change or student who study away from their parents, they have to be independent to cook for 

themselves. Thirdly, the parent who with limited knowledge of cooking where FoodLit used 

simple user interface that easy to understand as well as simple cooking recipes that be able to 

use the application with ease as there are cooking tutorials with ingredients. 

 Besides, housewife or the busy mother. They have to cook everyday although the they 

have a busy lifestyle as they want to cook food as quickly as possible. Moreover, on this 

application help they want to be able organise when she cooks food and FoodLit application 

will bring together lots of different cooking functions. Lastly, the passionate cook who loves 

cooking. They want to save a lot of money and they want to enjoy cooking as well as making 

a tasty dish by making interactive instructions that flash on the screen with huge variety of 

recipes to choose. 
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1.4 Objectives 

The main objectives of this project are: 

1. To design a mobile application using Android Studio that can be used to help user to 

do reference for their idea to cook. 

2. To evaluate the usability of this FoodLit Malaysian Recipe Mobile Application. 

1.5 Methodology  

There are many types of methodologies that can be used to develop application. For an 

example, System Development Life Cycle (SDLC), Agile, Waterfall and Rapid Application 

Development (RAD). The most suitable for this software development process is using Rapid 

Application Development (RAD).   

There are four main phases in this model which are requirements planning, user design, 

rapid construction and cutover. Phases 1 and 2 are focus on FYP1 and phases 3 and 4 are focus 

on FYP 2. 

 

Figure 1.1 Rapid Application Development Methodology Model (LucidChart, May 2018)) 

1.5.1 Requirement planning 

During the first phase of requirement planning are involves understanding what are 

needed to identify the problem, objective, what are to design and function also the 

project outcome. On this phase the specifications of input and output or final product 

are studies and marked. It needs to gather the requirements through the brainstorming 

and similar literature reviews through references. Then, analyse the requirements to 

achieve the objectives of this project. 
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1.5.2 User Design 

The design will be created in this phase where it consists of roughly prototype, 

demonstrating and refining the project. This prototype is how the application is working 

and the tentative list requirements are needed to include in this application. The 

application is designed will be broken into several modules for development. These 

modules required to meet the functionalities of mobile application. 

1.5.3 Rapid Construction 

The phase focuses on the development of mobile application. The development is 

coding process where executed according to the modules in the design phase. All 

requirements and functionalities are coded and implemented in the iteration of the 

project. The works using flowchart to ensure that development and coding process is 

properly organized.  

1.5.4 Cutover  

This application will test after the development phase to ensure the modules can be 

functioning properly and meet the initial set of goals and requirements. Errors and bugs 

are checked in this phase repeatedly to ensure the program is successfully completed. 

After that, testing required getting the feedback of the end-users regarding their 

experiences with the application. 

1.6 Significance project 

 

FoodLit Malaysian Recipes Mobile Application is planned to become a great platform 

for people to connect to multi-culture Malaysian recipes. In addition, present the recipe that is 

interesting and easy to find such recipes in the mobile application. Thus helping people to save 

their money instead of purchasing outsider food that we don’t know how they prepared and 

time by referring cookbooks with have limitation compared using the FoodLit app which can 

save the recipes to favourites list and simple instruction which less wordy to attract people 

interest on the recipes. Besides, FoodLit also lists the calories intake in food is provided for 

people to control their calories intake so people can be aware. On another hand, FoodLit 

application can be used from the younger to older because the interface is clean and simple to 

understand for them. Last but not least, holding each state’s national dish in order not to be 

obsolete as many young people like trying new food from another country as it becomes viral 

every day. 
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1.7 Project schedule 

Project schedule consists of list project schedule consists of list project’s terminal 

elements with intended start and finishes date. The development of project schedule are 

important as a guide and to keep on track the task given of the project to make sure project 

finish on time. This project schedule has been created using Microsoft Project 2010 as the 

software to complete the Gantt Chart to arrange the project schedule to make sure project finish 

on the time. Start date and end date of the whole project which involved in FYP 1 and 2 are 

shown in the Gantt Chart. This detail can be seen in Appendix.  

 

1.8 Expected Outcome 

The project outcome of this project is FoodLit Malaysian Recipe Mobile Application 

for Android user has been developed and the features of the application work functionally for 

example, search recipes, save the favourite recipes to list, add the recipes and manage the 

recipes.  

 

1.9 Chapter Outline 

This project is consisted of six chapters in total. 

 Chapter 1 is the introduction about the FoodLit Malaysian Recipes which provides 

problem statement, objectives of the project, scopes, methodology, the significant of the 

project, project schedule and project outline.   

 Chapter 2 is a literature review that reviewing the several existing applications that 

related to the proposed project. This will also include the comparison the existing application 

with the features and functionality. Thus, the features of the proposed project also included in 

this chapter. 

 Chapter 3 describes the methodology in all phases are being explained that 

implemented the methodology into the FoodLit Malaysian Recipes Mobile Application. 

 Chapter 4 is about on the implementation of the proposed project which includes the 

structure of the prototype is describes in detail. 

 Chapter 5 will explain the further on testing process of the project which includes the 

evaluation of the proposed system where the user acceptance testing and the results. 
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 Chapter 6 is the conclusion of the overall achievements of the project by overalls 

finding limitation and future works to improve the system.  

1.10 Summary 

 Based on this chapter, it gave an overview and brief introduction of FoodLit Recipes 

Malaysian Application. This part consists of introduction, problem statement, objectives, 

methodology, project scope, significance of project, expected outcome and summary. Overall 

problem statement mentions why the proposed system should be developed and how it helps 

to solve the problem. The methodology is important as guide to develop this application. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 A background study is one of important part of this project where the research based 

on the selected area of the study. On this chapter, there are includes review existing systems, 

the comparison between the existing systems and the proposed systems that will be made. 

FoodLit Malaysian Recipes Application is software systems that help user to do reference for 

their ideas to cook and guide user to the recipe based on their choices and needs. Lastly, the 

justification and evaluation report of the proposed system is included. 

2.2 Current scenario analysis 

As the rapidly of technology growth and enhancing, the traditional system has been 

replaced with new trendy technology to adapt to the latest technological developments where 

to the computerized system to mobile-based system because a well-designed application can 

perform much quicker than others. We carry our phone with us everywhere we go whether it 

be our living room or workplace, so the application of the recipe is the next step in the complete 

mobile takeover by offering step by step instructions on how to make a simple dish. According 

to the TheFoodRush, the favour of the recipes is on the top due to increasing of the blogs, 

celebrity chef cookbooks and cooking channel on TV. However, there are a lot of changes 

regarding print publishing become decreasing, rising on takeaway food and a lot of people like 

to eat at restaurants (Ackers, 2015). Here we can conclude that people are busy with their 

schedule and need to eat at the same time where they don’t have time to browse the blogs or 

buy the cookbooks since it takes time to find and quick easy recipes. To conclude that people 

more likely searching for information to be quick by fingertips.  

To solve the issues given, developing a recipe application about Malaysian Food for 

specific region because there are a lot of recipe application but how rarely on Malaysian Food. 

Regarding develop the mobile application on how the recipes application needs to be. 

Nevertheless, there is no best application, but that suite to every individual taste does. Most of 

the recipe application, there are provides the advanced features but those features can take as 

pro and con on certain development to make sure the application is suitable or not regarding 

the purpose to attract the main audience of user. Therefore, there are reason that another 

technology to develop new proposed system because by implementing the better search method 

on the recipe application and help to reduce time and energy.  
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2.3 Review on the similar existing application 

There are a lot of existing food recipes application systems has existed for years. In this 

section, there existing systems were designed with different functionalities and will be a 

review. All these systems have their own characteristics, advantage and disadvantages based 

on these three food recipes android based mobile application.  

2.3.1 Tasty 

  

Figure 2.1 Tasty Mobile Application 

Tasty is an android and iOS based mobile application that the world’s largest food 

network that currently on trending of the recipe application where provides user 2,000 recipes 

with the step by step instructions and personalization options where they have a favourites list. 

(L. Ilyse, 2017). On this application the features are limited as there is editor that only give user 

to access thousands of recipes along with the written instructions and videos. It also provides 

a section to indicate your food preferences either you are vegetarian where lead user to meat-

less recipes. This application also proposed to suggest user preferred recipes using content-

based algorithm mobile recipe application where giving user recommendation or trending 

recipes for user to try out. 
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Figure 2.2 Search, Categories, My recipes in Tasty Application 

 The user also can search by keywords on searching button for example pumpkin. It 

will display all the related recipes toward the user keyword entry. If user just click the button 

search this interface will appear to show the variety of recipes below the search text box without 

enter the keyword to ease and giving an option for user to scroll down. Besides, the UI design 

make those elements make a recipe viral where colourful cakes within a presentation that 

unique and fun also creative ideas that will impress and attract anyone to try out the recipes.  

In each of the food recipes in Tasty application also been categorizing into several 

categories to ease user to select their taste for example, user wanted to make a dessert so user 

just scrolling down or using keywords on search and clicked on that they already found out a 

lot of recipes related to dessert. If clicked on the recipes in categories the new interface appear 

that related to the recipes. For example, if click on the Potato Chip Chicken Tenders it will 

appear the recipes and below it will appear related recipes about potato and chicken with 

different techniques.  

When clicking on the recipe, it contains time taken to prepare the dish, serving the 

portion, ingredients, nutrition info. In addition, user also can view the recipes by viewing it on 

video where it more approachable to see on how to do the certain techniques of cooking. On in 

another hand, there is an option for user to add ‘my recipes’ of the recipes to ease user to access 
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the previous reference for them to refer again. This feature detected our recently viewed, 

cookbooks and likes to the recipes. 

 

Figure 2.3 Instruction, Setting, Share in Tasty Application 

Besides, the user can view the step by step of the instruction clearly if the user click 

button step by step mode where it will show one by one interface of instruction so the user do 

not confuse regarding many steps. This feature consider good UI design for older age user 

because it can clean design and the size of font also suitable for any age to view where it clearly. 

On another hand, interface of setting have option for user to choose their preferences such as 

dietary restrictions, measurement system, notifications and also there is about Tasty and 

BuzzFeed. User also can delete the account or sign out in setting interface. Lastly, this feature 

giving an option for user to share the recipes that they like to share to other by other platform 

where are a lot of option for example, twitter, telegram, email and so on.  

Regardless of all those features, there is still some deficiency of this application. As it 

can display the recipe based on the keywords but it does not filter well since it will list all the 

recipe as long it associated with the keyword. As well the application does not allow user 

interacted such as add the recipe or share. The features on this application are limited but they 

managed to attract user by attractive content by using UI design aesthetic and minimalist.  

 

 


